Emergency Evacuation Plans

- Emergency evacuation plans are posted in ALL classrooms, laboratories, art studios, corridors, assembly areas and office suites.
- The evacuation plans show:

  - Exit routes
  - Building name & address
  - Assembly Points
  - Emergency phone numbers
  - Safe Zone Locations
  - Fire extinguisher locations
  - Fire alarm pull stations
  - First Aid Kits and Spill kits

Safe Zones

- A ‘Safe Zone’ is an area of refuge where individuals should wait for the assistance of the emergency responders if they cannot evacuate a building unassisted. ‘Safe Zone’ locations are shown on Building Evacuation Plans.
- The ‘Safe Zone’ can be used by anyone with disability, condition or injury that would prevent them from safely exiting the building. A “buddy” can wait with the individual if desired.
- The Superior Fire Department is trained to assist individuals from a ‘Safe Zone’.
- During an emergency, the Fire Department will evaluate the potential risk of harm to a person, and determine if it is safer for the individual to remain in the ‘Safe Zone’ or if the individual should be assisted from the building.
- If there is no immediate threat, the Fire Department will keep individuals in the ‘Safe Zone’ until it is necessary and safe to assist them out of the building.
- Keep all doors to the ‘Safe Zones’ closed to prevent smoke from filling the ‘Safe Zone’ and harming an individual waiting for rescue
- Be patient and remain calm. The ‘Safe Zone’ will provide protection until assistance arrives.

Assembly Points

During a building evacuation, everyone should go to the “Assembly Point” shown on the Building Evacuation Plans. All announcements, additional instructions, and inquiries will be made from this location. The Assembly Points are close to a location where a large number of people can seek protection during inclement weather.
AEDs and First Aid Supplies

UW Superior has seven semi Automatic External Defibrillators (AEDs) on campus. AEDs are used to restore heart rhythm during a cardiac arrest, but will not shock a person unless it is medically necessary. Individuals should be trained in both CPR and AED before use. The AEDs are stored in wall mounted cabinets along with necessary supplies. The cabinets are equipped with an alarm to alert others that an emergency is in progress. The AED locations are:

- Wessman Arena lobby
- Yellowjacket Union lobby
- Old Main 1st floor center corridor
- Holden Fine Arts main lobby by ticket booth
- Marcovich Wellness Center main lobby and south east corridor
- Campus Safety Squad car (mobile unit)

The Building Evacuation Plans indicate the location of publicly-available first aid kits. In addition to standard first aid supplies, the kits contain gloves, CPR shield, and eye, nose and mouth protection.